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Deepfake 
Łukasz Migniewicz 

Answers 

Exercise 1 

Deepfake is a widespread phenomenon mainly due to growing 
internet access. T 

Artificial intelligence learns to remember facial expressions, 
gestures and a characteristic way of speaking. T 

Deepfake technology is used to make new films that are not 
based on original recordings. F 

Deepfake may be used for political expediency and discrediting 
specific candidates. T 

Exercise 2 

Possible answers: 

• risks to state security, 

• possible voter manipulation (ridiculing politicians, etc.), 

• possible election manipulation, 

• carrying out disinformation campaigns, 

• public opinion manipulation, 

• undermining trust in various institutions (social, political and economic; 

national and international), 

• disinformation. 
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Exercise 3 

Suggested answers: 

• lack of knowledge of the original and not using it to check whether 

manipulation has taken place, 

• believing that information available online is reliable, 

• the conviction that online materials are massively falsified, thus it is difficult  

to find which material was the first and which is a reworked copy. 
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Exercise 4  

A suggested solution (it is just one suggestion; as there many others, it is worthwhile 

following one's own creativity): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to use  
deepfake in history? 

Positive goal 

a possibility to enter into an 

interaction with a historical 

figure not alive any more 

 

Negative goal 

manipulating past 

events  

Benefits (for whom?) 

for learners, historians 

 

Threats 

no possibility to ascertain 

facts and the truth 

 

 

 

 

z przeszłości 

Possible opportunities and threats: 

more accessible presentation of facts;  

more interesting historical narrative – history becomes 

livelier; 

skilful history manipulation;  

building new narratives that may lead to making 

unjustified claims, etc. 

Benefits (for whom?) 

for negationists 

 


